
Feathering a New Nest: Shopping 
 
 

I’m not a shopper.  I want to be perfectly clear about that.  Unless I’m in the market for 

something specific, just the word “shopping” brings to mind wasting entire days 

wandering from store to store, numbly shuffling past racks of nothing I want or need, 

buying something—anything—in an attempt to bring the agony to closure.  But there was 

a different dimension to purchasing goods in Brussels and around Europe.  There was a 

real spirit of adventure even when shopping for the everyday items.  Buying underwear, 

for example, can bring out keener hunting skills, because you never know ahead of time 

how successful you’ll be.  Which stores are likely to carry them?  When I find the store, 

will they carry the simple cotton briefs I like, or just boxers in custom Italian silks that 

will cost me fifty dollars a pair?   

We were pressed into shopping for odds and ends almost as soon as we moved in.  

We had exchanged bed box springs with my brother-in-law without ever testing whether 

his would fit in our frame.  As I assembled the bed on Saturday morning, we found his 

box spring was about an inch too small all the way around, and we would need wood 

slats to support it.  Fine.  Where do we find them?  How do we even reference where to 

find them in the Belgian phone book?  How do you say, “lumberyard” in French?  

Eventually, we found an odd little hobby store that sold wood for crafts, like 

carving, or to make wooden racks for displays.  I picked up three boards that looked like 

they would work.  They were a little long, but I could try to cut them to size with the 

small coping saw I brought in my toolbox.  I checked the price, and found these three 

boards would cost me more than two hundred and thirty dollars.  For three bed slats.  

There is nothing like feeling kicked in the gut when you have no other options.  I was 

standing in line to pay, when I decided there had to something cheaper we could use.  I 

put those boards back and found some cheap untreated wood.  Three boards were still 

forty dollars but at least we wouldn’t have to sleep on the floor anymore. 

We planned on bringing a stair stepper with us, knowing how good the food was 

and how often we would eat it, but ran out of time to buy one before we left.  Almost by 



accident while on a walk only weeks after moving, we found a store that sold exercise 

equipment for physical rehabilitation, as part of their home-based medical devices.  We 

saw the identical stepper from Milwaukee, displayed alongside self-catheter kits and 

temporary prosthetics, and it was two hundred dollars cheaper than in Milwaukee!  We 

bought the last one, and agreed to pick up the bulky box on Saturday.  The problem was, 

we still feared the seemingly random driving habits, and the pre-Christmas free-for-all 

traffic pandemonium we witnessed from the sidewalks.  We were still getting lost on the 

way to the office.  How were we going to find our way back to this store through the tight 

tangle of old city streets?  Maps were almost useless.  Simply finding “you are here” on 

them could take half an hour.  We just had to expect the excursion to take a lot of time.  

And it did. 

It took us about a half hour to drive less than a mile from the apartment in the 

Saturday Christmas rush.  We took wrong turns into alleys, and got stuck in honking 

traffic jams.  Finally, I pulled in front of the store, right where the sign’s international 

icon meant “No Parking”. 

“I’ll just run in and get it,” Cathy said.  “You stay here with the car.” 

I agreed.  This should be pretty quick—just get the disassembled pieces, put them 

in the trunk, and go.  Cathy wasn’t even at the front door when other cars drove up 

behind me, honking their horns.  I pulled forward a little, waving my hand for them to go 

around.  I could see the annoyance on their faces, each one in succession, as I held my 

ground.  Five minutes passed, then ten, then fifteen, and still no Cathy and no stair 

stepper.  After twenty minutes of directing traffic around me, I saw Cathy jogging up to 

the car, no exercise equipment in sight. 

“It’ll be just a couple of minutes,” she said.  “Nobody speaks English, and there’s 

some kind of trouble getting the one we want that’s still in the window.” 

“Great.  I almost have traffic at a complete stop out here, so I’ll just keep track of 

how many Belgians I piss off per minute.” 

“Don’t be a snot.  There’s a very nice young man helping me with the clerk.  He’s 

American, a missionary, and he’s actually from Madison, Wisconsin.  He explained what 

I wanted to the clerk.  She said they had another stepper still in a box, so I figured we 



would take that one instead.  We’re just waiting for somebody to bring it from the back 

room.” 

Cathy headed back inside and came out moments later with a big box on a cart 

wheeled by a nice looking guy in his mid-twenties.  We quickly loaded it into the trunk, 

thanked him profusely, and hopped in for the adventurous drive home.  When we got 

back a half hour later, we opened a bottle of red wine, toasted each other on our first 

major accomplishment, and assembled our exerciser.  From that day on, it served as a 

reminder that, if we could accomplish getting this thing home, we could handle any other 

challenge that came up.  However, it didn’t have much purpose beyond that, functioning 

mainly as a place to hang drying clothing and bed linens, but rarely as exercise 

equipment. 

Shopping seemed to be the pastime of most locals.  Streets were filled with 

people, shopping incidentally as part of the greater enjoyment of being out and about.   

Whether by design or chance, we had a real need to shop in Brussels and 

elsewhere.  We only brought enough functional stuff from home to fill in the big spaces 

in our apartment, not little things like vases, candles, or artwork.  Our walls were bare, 

the bathrooms were blasé, and the large front room, with its hardwood floors, still echoed 

hollowly.  We didn’t like living in the barely furnished starkness of our apartment, and 

we needed to shop to fill it. 

Pouring gas on that shopping flame was that so much is distinctively different in 

Europe.  It’s not like shopping in the U.S., where you find the same stores carry the same 

stuff for the same price wherever you are.  Why should I buy that sweater from the GAP 

store in Boston, when I can get the same sweater in the GAP store a mile from my house?  

In Brussels, the candlemaker down the street makes his unique artisan wax designs from 

a special paraffin mix.  He also carries a line of glassware imported from Spain that you 

can’t find anywhere else.  Oh, wouldn’t that hand-painted Italian tray look gorgeous 

under the brass candleholders we just bought?  And what about those wall sconces?  

They would be beautiful above the fireplace. 

Forays to the tent vendors in the Petite Sablon and the Grand Place were regular 

Saturday rituals for us.  It was there we bought enough colored pen and ink prints of 

various Grand Place guild buildings to fully line our apartment hallway.  Plenty of 



smaller stores displayed everything from nicer house wares, European antiques, linens, 

lace, clothing, and food of every variety.  The aroma of cheese came from the fromagerie 

as we walked by.  A chocolate scent wafted to the sidewalk as people walked out from 

the chocolatier with their purchase.  The parfumerie smelled like lilacs and powdery rose 

petals, and the mixed flavors from the outdoor cafés changed with each step, from 

mesquite to garlic to roasted coffee. 

Probably the most special thing about shopping in Brussels was that clerks asked 

us if any of our purchases were gifts. 

“C’est cadeau?” they would ask. 

“No, c’est pour moi,” we replied most often, almost embarrassed at our brazen 

consumerism.  But when Cathy or I would buy something for each other, or we actually 

bought a gift for someone else, we would reply, “Oui, c’est cadeau.  Merci.” 

The clerk would gently wrap the gift in tissue paper, place it softly in a box, take 

the box to a different counter where they had the decorative papers, wrap it perfectly, 

ensuring neat corners, and string a ribbon of complementary color around it.  This ritual 

could be maddening if all you need is a new umbrella, but it served as a constant 

reminder of Belgian predisposition toward thoughtfulness and respect.  Clerks knew 

when to ask the question, omitting the courtesy when the item was clearly for the 

purchaser, like my classic cotton briefs.  

We weren’t the only expatriates who needed to fill under-furnished apartments.  

Lesley Silvester took it upon herself to aid the Belgian economy as often as possible.  She 

always had something to shop for.   

The morning of our first Saturday in Brussels, she called and asked us if we 

wanted to join her on an excursion to the Brussels IKEA store just outside the main city.  

Thanking God that she drove, we walked in, and shuffled our way through the store’s 

deliberate rat maze with the herd of other Saturday shoppers.  We were in search of 

nothing in particular, but saw countless items that could be functional and would dress up 

the apartment.  Lesley spied some nested baskets she wanted for her bathroom, and asked 

if I would help her carry them to checkout.   

As I stood with two of them, she took my shoulders, looked at Cathy and said, 

“It’s so nice to have man around when you need one.”  All at once it was clear to me that 



the reason I was in Brussels, the reason they spent all that money on my airfare, and the 

real purpose of our move, was not for the depth of my professional experiences, my 

strategic foresight in using leading edge technologies, or even my project management 

acumen.  No, it was to be Sherpa number one for Mdm. Lesley on her various and 

frequent buying expeditions.  

I carried her ten-pound cast iron hibachi in the form of a pig for miles, just so it 

could rust unused on her balcony.  I lugged an oblong chest of drawers around Bruges.  

Thankfully, it was too big to bring into any other stores, and I could stay outside.  I 

shouldered a Christmas tree, an area rug, a case of wine, candlesticks, and a lot of knick-

knacks through some of the nicest cities in Europe.  

She was shrewd when it came to taking advantage of my back.  When Cathy had 

to stay later in Utrecht one evening, I drove Lesley back to Brussels in her Audi.  We 

were just out of Utrecht, when she asked if we could take a little diversionary trip to a 

small town en route, called Sint Job in t Goor. 

“There’s a lovely little garden store there,” she said innocently in her polite 

British clip.  I could tell she had been scheming this escapade for weeks just to spite me.  

“I saw these little shrubs I thought would green up my balcony a bit.  You don’t mind, do 

you?”  I just looked at her and steered toward the exit. 

The shrubs were cute; small potted conical cedars that stood almost three feet.  

But when we couldn’t fit them in the trunk, our only other option was to belt them into 

the Audi’s fine leather seats in back.  I hauled them up to her apartment from the 

basement garage, and set them in their flanking posts guarding the balcony door, where 

they were pronounced dead only months later. 

In the course of two years, we lost track of how much we bought, stocking our 

once thinly decorated apartment with original artworks and tapestries, new tables, an area 

rug or two, and candles of all varieties.  Somewhere along the way, we must have 

convinced ourselves we could fit all of it back into our tiny Wauwatosa house.   

 Eventually though, I grew quite tired of this shopping experience as well.  The 

thrill of discovering objects of unique design or personal commemorative novelty wore 

off, leaving me just as bored as in the states.  But we did have shopping moments that 

were enchanting, totally unexpected, and completely influenced by uncontrollable events. 



 At the end of our last year, we made arrangements to spend Christmas back in 

Milwaukee.  We were moving back in a couple of months anyway, and needed to finalize 

employment arrangements there.  I decided my gift idea for everyone in my family would 

be to bring back an assortment of European Christmas goodies stuffed in stockings made 

of fine Belgian tapestry.  I would make it look as though I had scoured the European 

continent to bring back extraordinary treasure from far away lands, like the family’s own 

Marco Polo.  In truth, I could do all my shopping at the Christkindl Markt in Brussels’ 

city center during the feast of St. Nicholas. 

The December 6 feast of Saint Nicholas is celebrated in the Benelux as the 

primary time to exchange gifts.  Conveniently in late November, city workers assemble 

dozens of eight-foot by ten-foot wooden huts, crammed side by side like an ad hoc mini-

strip mall, housing vendors from across Europe, who sold everything from colorful 

ornaments, to socks and hats, to sausages and hot cider. 

A rare heavy snow was falling that Saturday morning of the market.  I poked my 

head out of the apartment window to see how the fresh white covering clung to the 

buildings like saggy plaster, giving uncharacteristic bright outlines to the otherwise soot-

stained facades. 

Cathy and I dressed quickly in our weatherproof hiking gear, and headed to the 

Grand Place for the Christmas Market.  Clumps of snowflakes pelted our umbrella with 

little “thop” sounds, as though we were targets for tree elves throwing little snowballs.  

The icy slush that formed under steady foot traffic was ankle-deep in places, challenging 

the waterproofing of my hiking boots.  We followed a regular route through the Petite 

Sablon, where familiar statuary today wore puffy white snowcaps and stood on cottony 

pedestals. 

We entered the Grand Place from the east, where an overflow of huts had been 

extended.  Chatter in a multitude of languages mixed with children’s laughter, while 

cheap boom boxes blasted a random ethnic mash of Christmas carols.  

Cathy and I wandered from hut to hut, sampling the foods, assessing our potential 

purchases.  I found ornaments from Poland and the Czech Republic, wooden boxes from 

Switzerland, and a little hiking Santa for us.  I rounded out the gift collection with small 

boxes of chocolates from Galler, and authentic Cuban cigars for the guys.  I would 



include the fragrance samplers we got in Grasse, France months earlier, and I had my 

European gift cornucopia.  I had everything that would be stuffed into the tapestry 

stockings, but today was too overrun by tourists to buy the stockings themselves.  

The following Thursday was another cold, dreary day, the kind a person gets 

accustomed to ignoring when living in Belgium.  Usually, I could feel the bite of a North 

Sea breeze, but today was dead calm.  I got to the store, called Gobelins Art just off the 

Grand Place on Rue Charles Buls, by about ten o’clock when it opened.  I picked up six 

stockings for about four hundred dollars, and, with my head down, started back to the 

office through the Grand Place.  I was concentrating on all I needed to finish before our 

Christmas trip home, so I barely noticed it had started snowing again.   

 I was startled by my first footfalls into the Grand Place, the sound of leather soles 

grinding filler sand into the granite pavers.  Just hearing my steps pulled me away from 

my preoccupying thought back to the immediate moment.  I raised my head to look 

around, thinking I was going down a wrong street.  No, I was in the Grand Place, now 

emptied of all huts and shoppers.  A moment later, as large flakes of snow came harder, I 

realized I was completely and utterly alone, as if I left the world behind twenty steps 

earlier.  I looked around more closely.  No one stood on any balcony, or walked near any 

shops.  I checked the main pedestrian access points—nobody lingered in those alleys 

either.  I didn’t even see signs of life in the restaurants.  No motion by anything 

whatsoever.  

Here I was, at the very crossroads of Europe, in one of the busiest tourist locations 

in the world, all by myself.  I just stood there, amazed at the phenomenon, watching and 

listening to the snow coming down, flakes hidden until they passed the dark backdrop of 

the buildings.  They were growing bigger, hitting the street with tiny pops.  No truck 

engines.  No voices.  No footsteps.  No one was there but me, and my crackling plastic 

sack of tapestries. 

 I had to share this with Cathy, so I dialed her cell phone.  Voice mail.  It took me 

five more enchanted minutes to make my way across the Grand Place, just looking 

around, listening to the remarkable stillness.  The sense of all that had taken place in front 

of these edifice onlookers was overwhelming.  Kingly proclamations, and killings, 



parades and pageants had all happened right here, in this place where, at this moment, I 

stood in pure silence.    

It wasn’t until I passed in front of the Galler Chocolatier, on the far side of the 

city square, that I saw other humans, a young couple quietly laughing, trying to shelter 

each other from the elements. 

 I got back to the office, stowed my purchases, and answered email.  But the rest 

of the day was not the same.  I kept looking out of my office window at the cars and 

pedestrians on wet streets, wondering how that moment could have happened.  I had no 

answer, but gladly resigned it to just one of those accidental, hypnotic events in life that 

defy explanation.  It proved there are still magic moments in this world, and I hate to 

admit, they can even happen while you’re shopping. 

	  


